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Day 1
JAN. 28 | MUSC CIBC HALL

12.45 OPENING REMARKS AND WELCOMES
Stephan MCBRIDE, Canada Research Chair in Public Policy and Globalization
Shafig HUGUE, Chair, Department of Political Science

1.00-2.15 OPENING PLENARY: COMMUNITY ENGAGED POLICY RESEARCH: TELLING TRUTH TO POWER
Marjorie Griffin COHEN, Professor of Political Science and Gender, Sexuality and Women's Studies SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY “SUCCEDING DESPITE THE ODDS: THE ECONOMIC SECURITY PROJECT
John SHIELDS, Professor of Politics and Public Administration RYERSON UNIVERSITY "KNOWLEDGE MOBILIZATION, EVIDENCE-BASED POLICY AND THE METROPOLIS EXPERIENCE”

2.30-3.45 DISCUSSIONS:

A. THE CRISIS
- Jesse HEMBRUFF (QUEENS) “Where Damage Isn’t Already Done: Mapping the Transnational Policy Landscape of the Greek Debt Crisis”
- Berkay AYHAN (McMaster) “Global Financial Crisis and Reform in Israel”
- Meghan JOY (RYERSON) “Mapping the Shifting Political Economy of the Third Sector: From Great Society to the ‘Politics of Stealth’, the Case of Canada”

DISCUSSIONS: Peter GRAEFE

B. ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE
- Stephanie TOMBARI (McMaster) “Global Ventures: Mid-sized cities responses to global climate and economic crises”
- Reham KHADER (McMaster) “Energy and water exchanges from a temperate forest in the great lake region”

DISCUSSIONS: Altaf ARAIN

4.00-5.15 SESSIONS

C. TRADE AND INVESTMENT
- Janis ROBINS (WESTERN UNIVERSITY) Sovereignty Disciplined: Effects of WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism on State Policy in Trade Services
- Navid POURMOOKHTARI (UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA) NAFTA Chapter II and State Sovereignty: the Transformation of Globalized States
- Paul WHITELEY (CARLETON UNIVERSITY) Mapping the Legal into the Global: Examining the Transnational Investment Regime

DISCUSSIONS: Tony PORTER

D. INNOVATION
- Andrea ROWE (McMASTER) “Overcoming obstacles to women’s participation in national innovation systems: exploring OECD innovation policy”
- Pujia SHARMA (UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN) “Social Capital in Large-Scale Projects and their Impact on Innovation”

DISCUSSIONS: Ata UL-MUNIM

RECEPTION AT THE PHOENIX

Day 2
JAN. 29 | MUSC CIBC HALL

8.45 COFFEE

9.15-10.30 SESSIONS

E. WATER AND ENVIRONMENT
- Luzma Fabiola NAVA (LAVAL) A binational effort to sustain the Rio Grande/Rio Bravo
- Saviri JETOO (McMASTER) Lessons to inform governance of the Laurentian Great Lakes
- Marguerite MARLIN (McMASTER) Harnessing Legitimacy and Normative Power in Global Policymaking: Three Visions for the Future of Fisheries Regulation in the Arctic High Seas

DISCUSSIONS: Gail KRANTZBERG

F. DEVELOPMENT
- Nick BERNARDS (McMASTER) The International Politics of Development Strategy in Africa
- Susan DODSWORTH (McGILL) Wishful thinking? Donor policies and the unintended side-effects of budget support in the developing world
- Emma PASZAT (UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO) ‘Land Grabs’ in Africa: A Beneficial or a Harmful Practice? The Case of Ethiopia

DISCUSSIONS: Nibaldo GALLEGUILLOS

10.30-10.45 COFFEE

10.45-12.00 SESSIONS

2ND PLENARY: WATER CRISIS
- Kerry FREER, editor of Water Canada magazine “WATER DISTURBANCE: WHAT’S A GLOBAL EPIDEMIC DOING IN CANADA’S BACKYARD?”

LUNCH

12.00-1.00 LUNCH

1.00-2.15 SESSIONS

3RD PLENARY: GLOBAL HEALTH GOVERNANCE
- Kelley LEE, Associate Dean, Research, Director of Global Health and Professor in the Faculty of Health Sciences, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY: Professor of Global Health Policy at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine “HEALTH FOR ALL? NAVIGATING THE CONTESTED LANDSCAPE OF GLOBAL HEALTH GOVERNANCE”

COFFEE

4.00-5.15 SESSIONS

G. EDUCATION
- Merli TAMTIK (TORONTO) Shaking the Iceberg: Mutual Learning Initiatives in the European Research Policy
- Chan ENNS (Balsillie School of International Affairs, UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO) Conflicting Agendas in Global Education Policy: The United Nations, the World Bank and Indigenous Peoples’ Rights to Education
- Scott SMITH (McMASTER) The evolution of OECD higher education policy governance: an actor-network theory analysis

DISCUSSIONS: Henry JACEK

H. HEALTH
- Afi PAROOG (UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO) “The Global Health Governance for Pandemic Response and its Shortcomings”
- Cristina-Ionela VELICU (NATIONAL SCHOOL OF POLITICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STUDIES (Romania)) Cross-border mobility of health professionals: an exploratory study of migration flows and retention policies in the CEE region
- Liss SALDANHA, Amanda GRAFEN, Daniel KORPAL, Laurent MICHELS, Liliane MAAPARZI, Brooklyn WINCH, and Christian KRAEKER (McMASTER and MAASTRICHT UNIVERSITY) Analysis of Committee for Development Policy: Achieving Sustainable Development in an Age of Climate

DISCUSSIONS: Gillian MULVALE

I. MIGRATION
- Constance NAUD-ARCAND (McGILL UNIVERSITY) Cross-national policy divergence in a rather convergent policy domain: the case of national irregular migration policies in Scandinavia
- Corey RANFORD-ROBINSON (York University) The Global Governance of Migration: the Politics of Human Mobility & the Ethics of Cosmopolitanism
- Sheri ADEKOLA (WILFRID LAURIER) Migration as a positive agent of change: A transnational geographer’s approach

DISCUSSIONS: Peter NYERS

J. IDENTITY
- John Robert BELL (QUEENS) “Combating Facebook and the Corporatization of identity”
- Meagan KINSELLA, (McMASTER) “X: Transgender passports, Document Identity and Belonging in Australia”

DISCUSSIONS: Catherine FROST

K. SECURITY
- Shaela WLODARCZYK (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs (CARLETON) and Faculty of Common Law (UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA) “Pirates! Extraterritorial Jurisdiction and Canadian Foreign Policy”
- Joe LANDRY (Norman Paterson School of International Affairs, CARLETON) “Understanding State Failure: A Two-Stage Empirical Analysis of the Influence of Shock Events in Fragile States”
- Christopher YORDY (CARLETON) “Foreign Direct Investment and Food Security in an Age of Turbulence: Outlooks from the Middle East”

DISCUSSIONS: Lane WYLIE